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We are excited to present the official Elden Ring Action RPG game. The story begins in Xorilla and is
told in fragments. Convey your story to others through asynchronous communication, create your
own story in diverse environments, and unravel a mysterious story born from a myth. This game

focuses on action-oriented RPG battle with thoughtful user interface and is free to play in a network
service. A single-player mode is also available. * Asymmetrical gameplay, VAST WORLD * Easy to

pick up but difficult to master * A complex and 3D world to explore * An action RPG battle with
tactical elements * Unique characters with various voices * Asynchronous communication, Unravel a
mystery born from a myth * Free to play in a network service Xorilla. A Fantasy World Shattered by

War. The Brave King who founded the city known as Xorilla was defeated by the great evil. The brave
Knights and brave units who lived in Xorilla are no more. The days have passed and the world has

returned to ruins. In this world, magic is still unknown. Therefore, the existence of the “Elden” is still
unknown. Assume the role of the hero and become the object of legend by fighting enemies and

earning courage! ◆Promotional Activities● The Official Elden Ring: Warriors of Magic III The Official
Elden Ring: Warriors of Magic III is a tactical RPG action game developed by Elden Ring, in which

strategic battles and tactical RPG elements are combined. The title is now available for
PlayStation®4 and Xbox One. ▲ The title’s hero, the Tarnished Warrior Tannys Warfangen, is

wielding a long sword. ● This item is not available in the US, EU, and Asia regions. ● Original and
exotic units, and items exclusive to the original title will be added to the game. ▲ A new hero, the
Tarnished Warrior Tannys Warfangen, will be added. ▲ Units, items, and more will be added as in-
app purchases. ● In the Western version, it is only possible to purchase the original hero. ● In the
Asian version, it is only possible to purchase the original hero. ◆ The official Elden Ring’s Unreal

Engine®4 game software development and

Features Key:
Dynamic Online Play and Shared Space: Supports a shared space for online play that seamlessly

connects you to other players.
PvP Versus Battles: Fights over supremacy by connecting you to players around the world.

Surf the Elden Teapot: A multitude of dungeons, each with their own unique theme, puzzles, and
treasures await!
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Shared Minigames: A shared space where shared minigames for massive group battles flow
together.

Competitive and Social Online Battle Matchmaking: Set up matches and cooperative play with
friends or boost your social power and group by joining matchmaking.

Complete Adventure Dungeon Challenge: Challenge yourself to clear all 26 dungeons, including
battle maps and boss monsters.

Online Group Play and Cooperative Adventure Team-up: Select one of three maps and then
solve adventure dungeons with a friend. Since you are attempting to clear the dungeon together,

this experience is enjoyable.
A Map App: View the map on the screen of your mobile device.

Customize Your Ornaments: You can freely express your individuality! No elf requires being
clothed in a dark blue outfit.

PVE Guild Battle Campaign and PvP Event Campaign: Learn about strategies and gather
experience through random group battles, permanent and temporary guilds, and the event

campaign.
A Variety of Multiplayer Options: Different sized battles. An ongoing dialogue with the dungeon

owners. New maps, items, and character models are constantly added.

The game's release date was delayed from its original June 17 release date due to quality assurance and
language testing.

Pre-order now!
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